Host Jyg_Lo says:
STAR TREK: PHOENIX - A Special Event
May 8th, 2157
Chapter 2 - "Birds of a Feather" - Part I
Host Jyg_Lo says:
PROLOGUE: The Phoenix approaches the coordinates provided to them by the contrite Elaysians. As they make their way to the unnamed system, each must contemplate the question of slavery in their own way. And decide for themselves if they are complicit if they do nothing to stop it.
Host Jyg_Lo says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< BEGIN MISSION >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Jyg_Lo says:
INFO: Phoenix is traveling at cruising speed. 10 minutes to their destination.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
::On the bridge::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::In the Mess hall, stocking up on fuel for the next crisis::
COM_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Monitoring the comm channels on the way into the system.::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Sitting in his office going over enlisted evaluation reports::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Is at one of the tables in the mess hall just finishing up his dinner.  He takes a quick sip of his glass of water.::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
FCO: ETA?
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
<Duty FCO>CO: Ten minutes Sir
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Watching his station, long-range sensors sweeping.::
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::standing in the back of the bridge looking at the status display::
COM_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Changes the freq through the UT and filters out background noise.::
COM_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Captain I'm starting to get some very weak signals.  I can't make out anything specific, but I'm going to start filtering the noise levels out.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
<Crewman Bellows> ::Is at tactical running some scans to see if there are any hostiles in the area.::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Notices the ARM and waves as she eats her dinner::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
COM: Local communications or bound for a ship?
COM_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Unknown Captain.  I'm trying to localize and boost the comm sensors.  ::Increases the power to the comm sensor pallet and minimizes the scan area.::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Looks over and sees Shannen and he smiles at her.::  EMT:  Finally eating I see.  I figured that if I stayed here long enough that you'd show up eventually.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
COM: Keep me posted
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Reading the EMT report::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
ARM: Aye, they finally stopped bashing the ship about long enough to get most of us healed, so I nipped out for a quick bite to fuel up for the next crisis. ::smirks::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
EMT:  Well I'll be glad if there isn't a 'next crisis'.  How are you holding up?  ::Eats a piece of chicken.::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Examines his display.:: CO: I'm picking up details of the system on long-range sensors, captain. Mostly gas giants and rock satellites around a Class G star... I'm picking up two M-Class planets -- fourth and fifth revolutionary positions from the star.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
ARM: Me too, but I doubt Murphy will loaf that long. ::winks::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
SO: Can you tell the level of development on either of the class M planets?
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Sets the reports down and stands up to start making his rounds::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
CO: Scanning now.
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::begins quietly humming a somber tune to himself as he looks at the ship's status on the table::
Host Jyg_Lo says:
INFO: Phoenix has reached the target system.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Nods.::  EMT:  Well we came out of it all okay.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO:  I've managed to get an approximate bearing Captain.  The signal is coming from this system bearing 352.   ::Looks over his readings.::  If I had to guess it would be surface communications.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
<Duty FCO> CO: We've arrived captain, assuming standard orbit
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
ARM: Most of us. A few are still recovering. Mathews will be healing for a few weeks yet.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Hail the planet
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Taps his console a few times, scrolling through the data on the planets.:: CO: The fourth planet has heavy signs of refined metals and electromagnetic systems -- the fifth planet has more scattered signs, possibly outposts.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Nods and looks out the view port.::  EMT:  Looks like we've reached the coordinates that alien gave us.
Host Anis says:
ACTION: Phoenix drops out of warp over the fourth planet and assumes standard orbit over the lush world.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
ARM: well, no Tactical Alert yet... things are starting well at least... any rocks falling out of the sky either. ::smiles and sips her iced tea::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Watches his console for any signs that their orbit has been detected -- defensive systems, etc.::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
EMT:  I'm surprised they haven't called me to the bridge.  ::Finishes up his meal.::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Enters the mess hall::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
XO: Aye sir.  ::Opens hailing freq through the UT.::  *COMM*: This is the Starfleet Vessel Phoenix.  Please respond.
Host Anis says:
::in the quarters that were provided for him, sitting up on the thin-cushioned bed, staring at the black wall, wracked with anxiety::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
::hits the switch on his armrest:: *CMC*: Please bring Anis to the bridge
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
ARM: I guess I better get to Sickbay... the Doc is taking the day off to rest. They'll need me. ::finishes her meal as well:: Look after yerself Leftenant... I don't want to see you in me Sickbay. ::smiles::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
CMC: Afternoon Chief.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Presses a button on the wall:: *CO*: Aye sir.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
EMT: Petty Officer.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Nods and smiles slightly noticing how fast she just left.  He sighs softly and drinks the rest of his water.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
*COMM*: This is the Starfleet Vessel Phoenix.  We have come in peace in the hopes to help your people.
Host Anis says:
::gets up suddenly from the bed and rushes to the small head, emptying the breakfast he got in the mess::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Wanders back to Sickbay::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Shoots the ARM a penetrating glance as he leaves to take charge of the ships guests::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Rescans signals coming from the planet.::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Nothing yet?
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Heads to Anis' quarters::
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::flicks a few buttons on the console than shrugs slightly and looks up at the viewscreen::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Puts his tray of food away and then exits the mess hall behind Kelley.  He makes his way for the nearest turbolift.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Transfers the signal to the beacon. to see if there is a pattern.::  CO: Sir.  The signal I was getting is coming from a beacon of sorts in orbit.  I'm looking to patch into it.  I'm not sure if it’s a locator or what, but the signal is sending a steady signal out.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
SO: Scan this beacon. Let’s see what we can find out from it
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Reaches Anis' quarters and chimes the bell::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Enters the lift and has it bring up him a few decks to A Deck.  After a few moments he arrives to the destined level and exits the lift.  He then walks over to the tactical station and relieves Crewman Bellows.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Tries to patch into the beacon to see if it can send and receive data.::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Narrows his eyes.:: CO: Captain, be advised. I'm picking up debris from defense satellites, as well as traces of weapons fire... ::Taps his console.:: CO: Scanning for the beacon...
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
::looks disgruntled:: SO: I understand.
Host Anis says:
::flushes the head and walks back into the room, turning as he hears the chime:: ::moves to it and opens the door:: CMC: We've arrived? ::anxiously::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Enters Sickbay and starts checking on the patients there, the most serious remaining cases::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Hears the sound of weapons fire and he begins scanning for any ships in the area and attempts to see if he can decipher who the weapons signature belongs to.::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
Anis: Yes we have. You don't look to well, perhaps we should proceed to sickbay.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Turns off the UT and begins translating Anis's language from his own notes.::  *COMM*:  This is the Starfleet Vessel Phoenix.  Please respond.  We have brought one of your people "home" and would like to formally discuss you current situation.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: This isn't looking good
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Sir still no responds from hails.  ::Continues replaying the message.::
Host Anis says:
::shakes his head:: CMC: No... I want to go home. And they can care for me anyway. Can I see it? My world?
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
Anis: As you wish, follow me.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO:  I think our guest might be able to help us here.  If they are worried about being taken then he may know of secure channels to communicate.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: He's being brought to the bridge now
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CO:  Captain, the weapons signature from the debris Ensign Fawkes is picking up is similar to the readings on the ship that was holding Anis in orbit of Elaysia.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Good.  If this has been going on for some time I would suspect their trust would be very limited.  Anis should be able to bridge some of the gap.
Host Anis says:
::straightens his borrowed clothing and takes his own clothes, tattered though they are, from the hook by the door and follows Kelley::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
ARM: I hope was haven't landed on a war zone
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
CO: I've got a lock on the beacon. Bearing one-one-six, in a higher orbit than the defense satellites.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
*EMT* Please report to the bridge.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO/ARM:  I would guess this would be in place to help the theft of their people.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
Anis: Allow me to assist you.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO/ARM:  Well to at least try to slow or prevent it.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: If it is, it's not working 100%
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
*CMC*: On my way, Chief. ::Grabs Medkit and heads out for the lift:: Self: Twice in one week. I must be on the "Special kids" list, going to ossifer country like this. ::smirks::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CO:  Starfleet has had numerous encounters with such situations.  More particularly with the Orions.
Host Anis says:
::carrying the clothes on his arm:: CMC: I can manage, thank you. It's very nice of you though. ::grips Kelley's shoulder affectionately:: Thank you.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
ARM: See what you can find out about how they dealt with it
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
Anis: My pleasure. We are off to the bridge now. Then you should be home shortly.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: With time I would think keeping these in place would take its toll on the resources of the planet.  If some one was trying to get in it would make sense that the equipment would not be at 100%.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Maybe we can repair it for them
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Or try and stop whoever is behind this...
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Or at least make them think twice before coming back here again.
Host Anis says:
::steps into the lift with the older man:: CMC: On that ship I didn't dare even hope. I cannot even express my full gratitude.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Waits for the lift::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Leading Anis to the bridge::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Nods to the Captain.::  CO:  From what I can remember, in most situations with the Orions, rescues had to be made.  Enterprise was a victim twice to the Orions.  Several of their crew had been sold to slavery but they were eventually retrieved.  ::Is alerted by something on his computer display.::  Captain, I’m getting something from the scanners
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Hopefully Anis will shed some light on the situation
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
ARM: Go ahead
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO: Agreed, I'm not getting anywhere on hails.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
Anis: Starfleet is glad to be of any assistance and we hope that we can further the relations between both our peoples.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CO:  It appears that there are many destroyed transportation facilities on the planet below.  Airports, major transportation routes...  all destroyed.  Whoever it was that was here, hit this planet hard.
Host Anis says:
::leans heavily against the car's wall as the lift rides up to the bridge:: CMC: I have no doubt my people will extend whatever hospitality we have to offer, however meager it might be.
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Furrows his eyebrows, confirming the Lieutenant's readings.:: CO: Recommend we go to tactical alert, captain.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
ARM: Still no luck on comparing the weapon signs with known weapons?
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
SO/ARM: We'll hold off on the alert
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
Anis: I look forward to seeing your home.
Host Anis says:
::practically falls out of the lift when it arrives, moving to look at the orb spinning on the screen:: All: Is that it? Is that home?
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Nods once, going back to his sensors, trying to pick out a pattern to the planetary destruction -- an origin point, or a point of intersection.::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Steps onto the bridge trying to hold up Anis::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
::looks around:: CMC: Is he alright?
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Takes lift to A-Deck and walks out onto the Bridge, Medkit in hand, looking for the CMC::
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
CO: Seen better times sir. The EMT is on the way now.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
CMC: You called Chief?
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
Anis: Is there anything you can tell us about how to communicate with your people?
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CO:  Other than the ship that Commander McQuade encountered with his team while we were on the planet surface, no sir.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Turns to listen to what Anis is saying in the hopes he can get the comm message through.::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
ARM: We'll have to play it by ear then
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
EMT: Check out our guest, if you please.
Host Anis says:
::swaying a little, grasps one of the rails to stay upright:: CO: Communicate? They have not answered? ::shakes his head like he's not thinking clear:: Of course they haven't. You don't know the... ::starts to undress, peeling off his shirt and pulling down the waist of his pants slightly::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
CMC: Aye Chief. ::Pulls out her scanner and gives Anis a quick check, then does a brief physical exam::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
Anis: Anis? Are you alright?
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Brings up a few displays on the devastation on the planet below.:: CO: Captain... I think we're looking at a single, coordinated strike by multiple assailants. I don't have Lieutenant Eminger's eye for tactics, but I'm not reading any population shifts that would coincide with a siege of any length.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Nods to the Captain and then watches the stranger on the bridge as he is removing his clothing.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
Self: Oh lord here we go again.
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::glances at the new arrivals than back down at the big board::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Just keep him from kissing you, and get the information ::wide smile::
Host Anis says:
::reaches into his mouth and pulls out what looks like a tooth and then cracks it easily in his palm. His hand is covered in a blue liquid:: ::lifts his left arm and smears it on his skin from his upper ribs down to his hip::
Host Anis says:
ACTION: A pattern of equations appear on Anis' skin.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
Outloud: What the bloody hell? Anis: What is that stuff? ::scans it::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Raises his eyebrow and pulls out a phase pistol from under his station just in case.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Starts looking over the equations as they appear on Anis.::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Glances up from his station, raising his eyebrows at the equations. He gets up and goes over to Anis, running his eyes over the symbols...::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Patterns...see what you can discern from them ::bemused::
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::picks up his bible from next to him and steps forward, slowly opening the book::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
CO:  Aye sir.   ::Not really paying attention of the Captain and more on the equations.::
Host Anis says:
CO: You find the frequency. ::leans heavier against the rail::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Looks over to the Chaplain and watches as everyone tries to understand the strange symbols that have appeared on the stranger's body.::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
Anis: You've got an interesting way of communicating
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Turns back to his note pad and makes some quick sketches of the equations and begins deciphering the language.::
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::snaps the book closed and tucks it under his arm, than steps forward to examine the alien curiously::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Furrows his eyebrows, then returns to his station and inputs the equations on his console, scanning for transmission frequencies utilizing them as a base.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
SO:  I'm sending you a translated copy of the equations.  This should help you figure out its meaning.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Transfers the translated copies into the Phoenix's database.::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
XO: On it. ::Turns to another display on his station, inputting the translated equations and studying them.::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Pulls out an IV and starts it to replace Anis' fluids and then injects what Anis uses as sugar into the IV to bring his sugar back up:: Anis: You'd best sit down Anis.
Host Anis says:
::holds on to O'Reiley:: EMT: Perhaps I should...
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Turns to Anis.::  Anis:  What do you call your leader?  Or your government?
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: As soon as you're done with him, send him to sickbay, he looks like hell
Host Anis says:
::following O'Reiley to one of the chairs:: XO: No more government.
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
XO: Spatial coordinates, Commander. I think... ::Begins running the data through computations inputting the locations of the planets and the sun, in relation to each other.::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Helps Anis sit down and lean against a railing to support himself and monitors his vital signs and progress::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Keeps his phase pistol lowered but at the ready in case he would need to use it.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Starts making minor adjustments to the Phoenix's comm system.::  SO: Agreed.  I'm picking up a redundant pattern in the equations and I think it might be the protected comm frequency.
Host Anis says:
::smiles at O'Reiley, weakly but affectionately and squeezes her hand gently as she tends to him:: EMT: Thank you...
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Moves between the ARM and Anis::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Taps his console.:: XO: Sending a readout of the data to your station, commander...
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
SO:  I'm transferring some of my initial calculations, please confirm the numbers while I try this initial hail.  ::Sends more data to the Science Station.::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CMC:  What are you doing?
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
Anis: No trouble, just doing me job. You really should try to eat and drink more often. Your blood energy level was low, that's why you were weak, and you are dehydrated. I'm giving you energy and fluids. Just relax, you should feel better soon. ::smiles comfortingly::
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Nods, forming a running computation equation on the data, and feeding the information looped back to the communications station.::
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::notices the CMC moving between the ARM and EMT and raises an eyebrow, than returns to looking at the placement of calculations::
Host Anis says:
::smiles again, still weak but endearing:: EMT: I just got... ::breathe heavily:: ...overexcited.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Looks over the data as it comes through.::  SO:  Seems we have the same numbers.  ::Enters the freq into the communications systems and adjusts the setting to the secure indications.::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
Anis: What was that stuff you smeared on yourself anyway?
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
::Lowering his voice to a whisper:: ARM: Do you find something to be afraid of in this tired, sick alien, lieutenant. Or are you just normally paranoid about every alien?
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Applies an oxygen mask to help him breathe easier::
Host Anis says:
::pulls the mask down to talk:: EMT: Catalyst...
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
::Smiles softly and almost laughs at Kelley's inexperience.::  CMC:  Even the most harmless of creatures can be the most deadly.  It's always good to be at the ready.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
Anis: To bring out those symbols you mean?
Host Anis says:
::nods::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Opens the Hailing freq and uses his notes on their language.::  *COMM*:  This is the Starfleet Vessel Phoenix.  We are here to return "home" a rescued person from your planet.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
ARM: This is our first meeting with these people. Perhaps you would like it to go a badly as it was with the Klingon, because of you, Lieutenant.
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Monitors the communications from his station.::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
Anis: You are very brave to carry a message hidden like that. It must have been very painful. ::pats his hand::
Host Anis says:
ACTION: A test code replies with a different equation.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CMC:  Why would I want it to go badly?  We're ambassadors of peace.
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::moves slowly over just in time to hear the CMC say 'paranoid about every alien?'.  He waits a few moments:: CMC/ARM: Gentlemen.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
XO: Send Anis to sickbay unless you're certain we need him here
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Compares the equations, looking for similarities.::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
Self: Very untrusting it would seem.  ::Looks over the new data coming in and begins translating the data for the SO.::
Host Anis says:
::shakes his head:: CO: I want to stay here. Look on my world. You may need me to talk to them.
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
SO: I'm going to send you the translated data.  Looks like they don't want just anyone calling them.
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
Anis: As long as your health is not in danger, stay.
CMC_SCPO_Kelley says:
ARM: Ambassadors of peace who come with weapons drawn. That might be considered invasion lieutenant.
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Narrows his eyes and his fingers fly over the console, cracking the equation and sending it back to the comm station.:: XO: Done. It looks like the equations are becoming more refined...
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Looks over the data and enters it into the Communications station.::
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
Anis: Are you sure? If you are sure I can stay if you need me?
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Replays the Hail on the new frequency.::
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
CMC:  Look do you want me to keep you safe or not.  I'm the tactical officer, not you.  If you have a problem with how I do things then we'll take it out later.
Chap_Lt_Feare says:
::Clears his throat:: CMC/ARM: Chief, Lieutenant, a moment of your time?
Host Anis says:
:;looking up at her:: EMT: Yes... please stay. You're nice... ::leans up a little and kisses Shannen O'Reily::
Host Anis says:
ACTION: An automated handshake protocol is transmitted back to Phoenix.
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Kisses him back, not sure why... but it felt like the thing to do:: Anis: All right... I'll stay. You might need me.
SO_Ens_Fawkes says:
::Nods at his station.:: XO: Confirmation. We're linked.
ARM_Lt_Eminger says:
:: Looks over to the Chaplain for a few moments but then returns his eyes to the situation at the front of the bridge::
Host Anis says:
ACTION: The viewscreen comes on with a cinnamon skinned woman, strikingly beautiful::
XO_Cmdr_McQuade says:
::Makes a little gesture of success.::  CO/SO:  I think we are in.  I've just gotten an automated handshake protocol.  I'm going to transfer to main screen
EMT_PO2_OReiley says:
::Carefully checks Anis out for any possible thing she can fix or help with, checking his IV again::
Host CO_Captain_LaPointe says:
::stands:: XO: Is the UT working for these guys?
Host Naia says:
COM Phoenix: Welcome to Delta-IV, strangers. Have you brought one of our children home?
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